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alakalufe o alacalufe
alakalufe or alacalufe-individual of a nomadic Amerindian people who toured the southern part of Chile in canoes-

alakalufe, alacalufe
alakalufe, alacalufe-individual of a nomadic Amerindian people who toured the southern part of Chile in canoes-

alakalufe-alacalufe
alakalufe-alacalufe- individual of a nomadic Amerindian people who toured the southern part of Chile in canoes-

alakalufes
Alakalufes-members of an indigenous and nomadic Amerindian people and roamed the southern part of Chile in
canoes.

alakalufes alacalufes
alakalufes alacalufes-members of a nomadic Amerindian people who toured the southern part of Chile in canoes-

alakalufes o alacalufes
alakalufes or alacalufes-members of a nomadic Amerindian people who toured the southern part of Chile in canoes-

alakalufes, alacalufes
alakalufes, alacalufes-members of a nomadic Amerindian people who toured the southern part of Chile in canoes-

alakalufes-alacalufes
alakalufes-alacalufes-members of a nomadic Amerindian people who toured the southern part of Chile in canoes-

alar
capable says of that which is relative or belonging ( to / to/el-la/) = wing.

alares
relating or pertaining alala.

alarif
alarif-is the person or expert who was in charge of controlling the works of architecture that were being executed,
observing in addition, the materials that were used in them-

alarif aarif
alarif aarif-is the person or expert who was formerly in charge of controlling the works of architecture that were being
executed, also controlling the materials that were used in them-

alarif o aarif
alarif or aarif-is the person or expert who was formerly in charge of controlling the works of architecture that were being



executed, observing in addition, the materials that were used in them-

alarif, aarif
alarif , aarif-is the person or expert who formerly was in charge of controlling the works of architecture that were being
executed , examining in addition , the materials that were used in them-

alarif-aarif
alarif-aarif-is the person or expert who was formerly in charge of controlling the works of architecture that were being
executed, also observing the materials that were used in them-

alarifes
alarifes-belonging to the person or expert who formerly was in charge of controlling the works of architecture that were
being executed, observing in addition, the materials that were used in them-

alarifes aarifes
alarifes aarifes-belonging to the person or expert who formerly was in charge of controlling the works of architecture that
were being executed, verifying in addition, the materials that were used in them-

alarifes o aarifes
alarifes or aarifes-belonging to the person or expert who formerly was in charge of controlling the works of architecture
that were being executed, observing in addition, the materials that were used in them-

alarifes, aarifes
alarifes, aarifes-belonging to the person or expert who formerly was in charge of controlling the works of architecture
that were being executed, observing in addition, the materials that were used in them-

alarifes-aarifes
alarifes-aarifes-belonging to the person or expert who formerly was in charge of controlling the works of architecture that
were being executed, observing in addition, the materials that were used in them-

alarijes
.  belonging to a variety or species deuva-

alauda
Alauda-this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Helffrich on July 16, 1910-

alavanco
praise-refers to the expression : type of podicipedipediform bird of the Podicipedidae family typical of the wetlands of
Eurasia, Africa and Australasia-

albacera-abacora
Albacore-abacora-refers to the name given to the breva, first fruit of the fig tree-



albacora
.  belonging to the name of the fig tree frutode-

albacora abacora
Albacore abacora- refers to the name given to the breva, first fruit of the fig tree-

albacora o abacora
Albacore or abacora- refers to the name given to the breva, first fruit of the fig tree-

albacora, abacora
Albacore, abacora- refers to the name given to the breva, first fruit of the fig tree-

albacoras
.  belonging to the name of the fig tree frutode-

albacoras abacoras
Albacore abacoras- belonging to the name given to the breva, first fruit of the fig tree-

albacoras o abacoras
albacore or abacoras-belonging to the name given to the breva, first fruit of the fig tree-

albacoras, abacoras
albacores, abacoras-belonging to the name given to the breva, first fruit of the fig tree-

albacoras-abacoras
Albacores-abacoras-belonging to the name given to the breva, first fruit of the fig tree-

albalche
albalchese refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds,
pale flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

albalche ababuy
albalche ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albalche, ababuy
albalche, ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albalche-ababuy
albalche-ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong



aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albar
sessile - refers to the expression: in Asturian, stop raining, clear language -

albares
belonging to one variety or species deroble that it differs from the common have acorns without petiole -

albaria
Albaria-refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds, pale
flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

albaria ababuy
albaria ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant tasting.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions-

albaria o ababuy
albaria or ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albaria, ababuy
albaria, ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albaria-ababuy
albaria-ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albaricoque
apricot-refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds, pale
flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

albaricoque ababuy
ababuy-apricot refers to a species of plum plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant tasting.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

albaricoque o ababuy
apricot or ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum tree, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant tasting.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions-



albaricoque, ababuy
Apricot, ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albaricoque-ababuy
Apricot-ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albaricoquillo
apricotquillo- refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds,
pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

albaricoquillo ababuy
ababuy apricot- refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

albaricoquillo o ababuy
apricot or ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albaricoquillo, ababuy
Apricot, ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

albaricoquillo-ababuy
apricot-ababuyse refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albarilho ababuy
albarilho ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albarilho o ababuy
albarilho or ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albarilho, ababuy
albarilho, ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong



aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albarilho-ababuy
albarilho-ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albarillo
name given to a variety or species (-) apricot tree, whose fruit is almost white skin and meat.

albarillo ababuy
albarillo ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

albarillo del campo
Country albarillo- refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

albarillo del campo ababuy
Albarillo del campo ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves
with a strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its
habitat in forested regions-

albarillo del campo o ababuy
albarillo del campo or ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albarillo del campo, ababuy
Albarillo del Campo, ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves
with a strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its
habitat in forested regions-

albarillo del campo-ababuy
Albarillo del campo-ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with
a strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat
in forested regions-

albarillo o ababuy
albarillo or ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-



albarillo, ababuy
albarillo, ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albarillo-ababuy
albarillo-ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

albarraces
Belonging to the poisonous herbaceous plant, whose powdered seeds are used against lice. 

albarraz
It refers to the poisonous herbaceous plant, whose powdered seeds are used against lice. 

albarraz - alabarraz
Albarraz - Alabarraz-It is an annual plant, of the family of the Ranunculaceae, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height,
large leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the
plant, are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz - cocapiojera
Albarraz - Cocapiojera-It is an annual plant, of the family of the Ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height,
large leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the
plant, are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz aberraz
Albarraz aberraz-It is an annual plant, of the buttercup family, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large leaves,
intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained in the past,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz alabarraz
albarraz alabarraz- It is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height,
large leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the
plant, are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz alberás
albarraz alberás-It is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz alberraz
albarraz alberraz-It is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-



albarraz cocapiojera
albarraz coca piojera-It is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height,
large leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the
plant, are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz habarraz
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m in height, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are highly toxic.   a product
that was used to combat lice-

albarraz hierba piojenta
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m in height, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are highly toxic.   a product
that was used to combat lice-

albarraz o aberraz
Albarraz or Aberraz- It is an annual plant, of the buttercup family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m tall, large leaves,
intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are extremely
toxic-From these seeds was obtained in the past,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz o alabarraz
albarraz or alabarraz-It is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height,
large leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the
plant, are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz o alberás
albarraz or alberás-It is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height,
large leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the
plant, are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz o alberraz
albarraz or alberraz- It is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height,
large leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the
plant, are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz o cocapiojera
albarraz or cocapiojera-It is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height,
large leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the
plant, are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz o habarraz
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m in height, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are highly toxic.   a product
that was used to combat lice-

albarraz o hierba piojenta



It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m in height, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are highly toxic.   a product
that was used to combat lice-

albarraz o matapiojo
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m in height, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are highly toxic.   a product
that was used to combat lice-

albarraz o yerba piojenta
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m high, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are extremely toxic.   a
product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz o yerba piojera
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m high, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are highly toxic.   a product
that was used to combat lice-

albarraz o yerba piojera-
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m high, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are highly toxic.   a product
that was used to combat lice-

albarraz o yreba piojera
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m high, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are highly toxic.   a product
that was used to combat lice-

albarraz yerba piojenta
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m in height, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are highly toxic.   a product
that was used to combat lice-

albarraz, aberraz
albarraz, aberraz-It is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz,alberás
albarraz, alberás-It is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant,
are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz,alberraz
albarraz, alberraz-it is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large



leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz,habarraz
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m in height, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are highly toxic.   a product
that was used to combat lice-

albarraz,hierba piojenta
Albarraz, piojenta herb-It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m in height,
large leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant,
are extremely toxic.   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz,yerba piojenta
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m in height, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are extremely toxic.   a
product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz-aberraz
Albarraz-Aberraz-It is an annual plant, of the buttercup family, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large leaves,
intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained in the past,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz-alabarraz
albarraz-alabarraz-It is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height,
large leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the
plant, are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz-alberás
albarraz-alberás-It is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz-alberraz
albarraz-alberraz-It is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz-cocapiojera
albarraz-cocapiojera-It is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height,
large leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the
plant, are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz-habarraz
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m in height, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are extremely toxic.   a



product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz-hierba piojenta
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m in height, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are highly toxic.   a product
that was used to combat lice-

albarraz-matapiojo
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m high, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are extremely toxic.   a
product that was used to combat lice-

albarraz-yerba piojenta
It is an annual plant, of the Ranunculaceae family, with erect and hairy stems of 1m high, large leaves, intense blue
flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all parts of the plant, are highly toxic.   a product
that was used to combat lice-

albatoza
albatoza-boat of small dimensions, with roof, of Arab origin, used in the transport of goods and people-

albatozas
albatozas-belonging to a small vessel, with roof, of Arab origin, used in the transport of goods and persons-

albatros
albatross-refers to the expression : large seabird that can live about sixty years, the wingspan are the largest than those
of any live bird,

albatros ceja negra-
black eyebrow albatross-refers to the expression: it is a pelagic bird that inhabits the oceans where it has a distribution
that goes from subtropical waters to the polar waters and on its white face, stands out a dark black eyebrow-

albedos
albedos-belonging to the percentage measure of solar radiation reflecting climate subsystems

alberás
alberás-it is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large leaves,
flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained in the past,   a product that was used to fight lice-

alberás albarraz
alberás albarraz-it is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, intense blue flowers, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds it was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-



alberás o albarraz
alberás or albarraz- it is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height,
large leaves, flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the
plant, are extremely toxic-From these seeds it was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

alberás, albarraz
alberás, albarraz-it is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant,
are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

alberás, alberraz
alberás-albarrazse is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant,
are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albercoque
.  belonging to the name of the apricot frutodel-

albercoques
.  belonging to the name of the apricot frutodel-

alberge
.  belonging to the name of the apricot frutodel-

alberges
.  belonging to the name of the apricot frutodel-

alberraz
alberraz-it is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large leaves,
flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant, are
extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly , a product that was used to combat lice-

alberraz albarraz
alberraz albarraz-it is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant,
are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

alberraz o albarraz
alberraz or albarraz- it is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height,
large leaves, flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the
plant, are extremely toxic-From these seeds it was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

alberraz, albarraz
alberraz, albarrazse is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height,
large leaves, flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the



plant, are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

alberraz-albarraz
alberraz-albarraz-it is an annual plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas, of erect and hairy stems of 1m of height, large
leaves, flowers intense blue color, fruits in black and rough capsules, with seeds inside that, like all the parts of the plant,
are extremely toxic-From these seeds was obtained formerly,   a product that was used to combat lice-

albert
Albert-is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisa on October 3, 1911-

albérchigos
belonging to a variety or species demelocoton or apricot white and somewhat acid pulp-

albigaarda
albigaarda - refers to unaplanta Sedge -

albuminífera
albuminifera - refers to Lacelula rich in proteins characteristic of the phloem of Gymnosperms. -

albur
albur - refers to the expression: teleósteo, acantopterigio fish, head crushed over, snout short, very small teeth and
almost cylindrical body, brownish back, two flaps, with grey sides, Silver Belly; is very dear meat and abounds in various
areas of the Mediterranean-

alcaldadas
alcaldadas-belonging to the 39 action; arbitrary which runs a mayor ''-

alcalinidad
alkalinity - refers to the '' contained in a solution of hydrogen ions and is recorded in 39 pH indicator;-

alcaloides
alkaloids-belonging to the '' group of composite complex ( nitrogen containing bases ) of vegetal origin, used in medicine
or poison ''-

alcanfores
.  belonging to the Oleoresin delalcanforero-

alcaudones
caucates-belonging to the expression : carnivorous bird, denton, with ceniciento plumage, robust and hooked beak,
black wings and tail, stained with white-

alcaudón
alcaudón-refers to the expression : carnivorous bird, ntirrostro, with ashtray plumage, robust and hooked beak, black



wings and tail, stained white-

alceo
character, grandfather of = Hercules, in Greco-Roman mythology

alces
.  similar to the deer-like mammals

alcionarios
ALCIONARIOSse is of a / / unaorden of celentereos-ocho tentacles, which usually live in colonies, such as the coral and
the alcion.

alción
altion-refers to a type of caradrid bird that hunts lurking while remaining motionless waiting for small animals such as
large insects, rodents, snakes, frogs or fish; It is oversized head bright green, long and straight bill, white plumage on
the throat, red on the chest and abdomen-

alcornoques
belonging to a variety or species deencina-

alcotanes
alcotans-belonging to a migratory bird, falconiform, similar to the falcon, of which it is distinguished by having the
feathers of the legs and tail red and the underparts with longitudinal lists-

alcotán
alcotan-refers to a migratory bird, falconiform, similar to the falcon, of which it is distinguished by having the feathers of
the legs and the tail red and the underparts with longitudinal lists-

alcrebites
alcrebites-belonging to the name with which different collectivities of the Middle Ages, designated the sulphur-

aleatorios
relating or pertaining to games of chance

alekto
Alekto- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerM .  F .  Wolf on January 13, 1901-

alemannia
Alemannia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on September 7, 1896-

alepidoto
alepidote- it is said of a type of vegetable indumentin scales-



alepidotos
alepidotes-belonging to a type of plant indument that lacks scales-

alepos
belonging to a variety or species depino-white-

alerces
larch - its Woods are employed in the construction-belonging to a type dearbolabietaceo

alesnado
alesnado = tieneaguda the probe, pointed

aleteos
flapping-belonging to the action: '' throb violently and accelerated heart ''-

aleuta
Aleuta-individual of an Eskimo native people who have their habitat in the volcanic German Islands, in southwestern
Alaska-

aleutas
Aleutas-members of an Eskimo native people who have their habitat in the volcanic Aleutian Islands, in southwestern
Alaska-

alexandra
Alexandra-asteroid discovered by H.  M.  S .  Goldschmidtel10 September 1858-

alexija
It's a cooked starch that after Brown ( made based on salt, water and barley )  It is spiced and seasoned with the
sesame seeds.

alexipirético
in ancient medicine, corresponds to a drug or remedy to combat effectively the febrile syndrome.

alfalfas
.  vegetables, which are similar in their structures or forms, like, similarestrebol -

alfaquines
alpha-products-belonging to the person who has the knowledge of diseases and remedies to be prescribed, medical-

alfaquí
alfaquí -doctor, professor or sage of Islamic law, among the Mohammedans and the Muslims of the Maghreb, in Africa-



alfaquí alfaquís
alfaquí alfaquís-doctor, professor or sage of Islamic law, among the Mohammedans and the Muslims of the Maghreb, in
Africa-

alfaquí o alfaquís
alfaquí or alfaquís-doctor, professor or sage of Islamic law, among the Mohammedans and the Muslims of the Maghreb,
in Africa-

alfaquí-alfaquís
alfaquí - alfaquís-doctor, professor or sage of Islamic law, among the Mohammedans and the Muslims of the Maghreb,
in Africa-

alfaquín
alpha-term that comes from classical Arabic and refers to the person who has the knowledge about diseases and
remedies to be prescribed in each case, medical-

alfaquís
alpha-belonging to the doctor, professor or sage of Islamic law, between the Mohammedans and the Muslims of the
Maghreb, in Africa-

alfaquís - alfaquí
alphaquis - alpha-doctor, professor or sage of Islamic law, between the Mohammedans and the Muslims of the
Maghreb, in Africa-

alfaquís alfaquí
alpha-doctor alpha-doctor, professor or sage of Islamic law, between the Mohammedans and the Muslims of the
Maghreb, in Africa-

alfaquís o alfaquí
alphachi or alpha-doctor, professor or sage of Islamic law, between the Mohammedans and the Muslims of the
Maghreb, in Africa-

alfaquís, alfaquí
alphaquis, alpha-doctor, professor or sage of Islamic law, between the Mohammedans and the Muslims of the Maghreb,
in Africa-

alfonsias
belonging to a variety or species depalmera-

alfoz
refers to ''  '' arrabal, term or payment of any district, or which depends on the ''  ''

algarradas
algarradas-belonging to the Act '' enclose the bulls in a 39 toril;-



algarroba
.  belonging to the name of the carob tree frutodel-

algarrobas
.  belonging to the name of the carob tree frutodel-

algodonoso
cottony-it is said of a type of vegetable indumentum with long, matted hairs, usually white. 

algodonoso gosipino
gossipine cottony-it is said of a type of vegetable indumentum with long, matted hairs, usually white. -

algodonoso o gosipino
cottony or gosipine- it is said of a type of vegetable indumentum with long and matted hairs, usually white-

algodonoso, gosipino
cottony, gosipino- is said to be a type of vegetable clothing with long, matted hairs, usually white. -

algodonoso-gosipino
cottony-gossipine.        it is said of a type of vegetable clothing with long, matted hairs, usually white. 

algodonosos
cottony - belonging to a type of vegetable clothing with long, matted hairs, usually white. -

algodonosos gosipinos
gospiline cottons - belonging to a type of vegetable indumentum with long, matted hairs, usually white. 

algodonosos o gosipinos
cottony or gosympin - belonging to a type of plant indumentum with long, matted hairs, usually white. -

algodonosos, gosipinos
cottony, gosyline- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing with long, matted hairs, usually white. 

algodonosos-gosipinos
cottony-gosypsy- belonging to a type of vegetable indumentum with long, matted hairs, usually white-

alhandal
.  belonging to the name of the colocynth frutode-

alhandales
.  belonging to the name of the colocynth frutode-



aliáceos
relating or pertaining below.

alibamu
alibamu- individual of a Native American people, muskogi language, with settlement in the southeast of the U.S. Usa in
large areas of the states of Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Lousiana. -

alibamus
alibamus- members of a Native American people, muskogi-speaking, with settlement in the southeastern U.S. Usa in
large areas of the states of Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Lousiana. 

alicarios
relating or belonging to laespelta, species or variety of wheat

aliforme
aliform, says it has ( or ) shape, figure, of = wings

aliso
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, Strawberry -

alivianarse
alleviate-refers to the expression : to decrease the weight or burden that someone or something bears

alíaceo
aliaceose says that which is relative or belonging ( to / to/el-la/) = garlic.

alíaceo
aliaceose says that which is relative or belonging ( to / to/el-la/) = garlic.

aljonja
name given to a variety or species (-) Thistle ajonjero

aljonjero
name given to a variety or species (-) Thistle ajonjero

alkeste
Alkeste- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer C.  H .  F .  Petersel on August 23, 1872-

alkmene
Alkmene- asteroid discovered byK.  T.  R.  Luther on November 27, 1864-

alleghenia



Alleghenia- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer M.  F .  Wolf; F .  K .  To.  Schwassmann on September 15,
1900-

almadía
almadía-one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with carved and hollowed-out logs-

almadía o armadía
almadía or armadía- one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with carved and hollowed-out
logs-

almadías
almadies-belonging to one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with carved and
hollowed-out logs-

almadías armadías
almadias armadías-belonging to one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with carved and
hollowed out trunks-

almadías o armadías
almadies or armadies-belonging to one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with carved and
hollowed-out logs-

almadías, armadías
almadias, armadías-belonging to one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with carved and
hollowed out trunks-

almadías-armadías
almadies-armadíaspertenecientes to one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with carved
and hollowed-out logs-

almagrenses
It is said, in Argentina, of those born in the: District of almagro -

almandías
almandies-belonging to one of the names that receives the canoe, small wooden boat, made with carved and
hollowed-out logs-

almarchas
almarchas = named to the towns or villages which are located in low and flood - lands

almácigas
.  belonging to the resin dellentisco, used as a masticatory -



almea
is called in this way to the bark of styrax ( ebenaceo tree ) when are you removed all the resin.

almendro de costa
Shore almond tree- refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

almendro de costa ababuy
Ababuy coast almond tree refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant tasting.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

almendro de costa o ababuy
Coastal almond tree or ababuy- refers to a species of plum plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with
a strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat
in forested regions-

almendro de costa, ababuy
Coastal almond tree, ababuy- refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

almendrucos
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel almond green mesocarp, endocarp soft -

almezas
.  belonging to the name of the Hackberry frutodel-

almiranta
Admiralty-refers to the ship that is in charge of the head of a squadron or fleet. -

almirantas
Admirals-belonging to a ship that is in charge of the head of a squadron or fleet-

alocados
crazy = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseencosas of a madman or look like crazy.

alocados
It is said of those who have very little common sense or judgement.

aloes
.  belonging to the resin used as colouring and purgative, obtained from its namesake tree-



aloéticos
relating or pertaining alaloe

aloísicos
relating or belonging to laaloisia, Bush. -

alost
Aalst - refers to city of Belgium, in the province of Eastern Flanders-

alost aalst
Alost Aalst-is a city of Belgium, in the province of East Flanders, noted for its remarkable Gothic buildings and numerous
factories of fabrics, silk lace, gloves and footwear-

alost o aalst
Alost or Aalst-is a city of Belgium, in the province of East Flanders, noted for its remarkable Gothic buildings and
numerous factories of fabrics, silk lace, gloves and footwear-

alost, aalst
Alost, Aalst-is a city of Belgium, in the province of East Flanders, noted for its remarkable Gothic buildings and
numerous factories of fabrics, silk lace, gloves and footwear-

alost-aalst
Alost-Aalst-is a city of Belgium, in the province of East Flanders, noted for its remarkable Gothic buildings and numerous
factories of fabrics, silk lace, gloves and footwear-

alotones
.  belonging to the name of the Hackberry frutodel-

alotón
.  belonging to the name of the Hackberry frutodel-

alquenjes
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel alquenje, tree of Japan and china-

alsines
alsines-belonging to the expression: cariofilacea annual plant, with small leaves and white flowers, typical of damp spots
used in medicine -

altar
Altar-constellation located in the cosmic zoneCircumpolar Sur-

altar ara
Altar Ara- is a constellation located in the cosmic areaCircumpolar Sur-



altar o ara
Altar or Ara-serta of a constellation located in the cosmic zoneCircumpolar Sur-

altar-ara
Altar - Ara-it is a constellation located in the cosmic areaCircumpolar Sur-

alteridad
says quality or quality or condition to give it that is another -

althaea
Althaea- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  C .  Watson on April 3, 1872-

altiplánicos
in the Argentina Republic, referring to those born in the Highlands-

aluluei
God of lanautica.

alusiones
allusions-belonging to the action: '' allude or mention something without naming it ''-

alutiiq
Alutiiq-indigenous people of the U.S. USA.  that inhabits the south coast of Alaska-

aluviones
Floods: It is solid runoff from rivers which integrate particles transported by the stream of the same and which are
formed as a result of the hauling of such particles from the surface of the basin and by washing the runway; they can be
surface and funds.

aluvión
Barrage: Is the deposit of materials carrying the river that the process undergo changes: produced ( wear out, are split
and roll ) and are selected ( according to the weight and size 41.

alvarellaos
.  belonging to a variety or species deuva-

alvinos
relating or belonging albajo belly

amacenos
the amacenosson important for the economy of the region-belonging to a variety or species deciruela Damascene and
his tree



amahuaca
Amahuaca—an individual from an American Indian people based in the Acuyali region of Peru.

amahuaca amahuca
Amahuaca amahuca-individual of an American Indigenous people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amahuaca o amahuca
amahuaca or amahuca-individual of an American Indian people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amahuaca, amahuca
Amahuaca, amahuca-individual of an American Indian people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amahuaca-amahuca
Amahuaca-Amahuca-individual of an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amahuacas
amahuacas—members of an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amahuacas amahucas
Amahuacas amahucas—members of an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amahuacas o amahucas
amahuacas or amahucas—members of an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amahuacas, amahucas
amahuacas, amahucas-members of an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amahuacas-amahucas
amahuacas-amahucas-members of an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amahuca
amahuca-individual of an American Indian people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amahucas
Amahucas—members of an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amaje
amaje refers to the member of an ancient Amerindian people that has its habitat in the region of the Forests (Peru). -

amajes
amajes belonging to the member of an ancient Amerindian people that has its habitat in the region of the Forests (Peru).
-



amaltea
fabulous animal / monstruose is the goat who breastfed the god Zeus -

amaltea
terrible animal = goat possessing a Golden Horn-

amalthea
Amalthea- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  T .  R .  Lutherel on March 12, 1871-

amancaies
belonging to a variety or species yellow denarciso of Chile and Peru-

amancay
.  belonging to the name of various herbaceous plants, tree, yellow or white flower simile to the lily plants-

amanda
Amanda is the asteroid discovered by astronomerJ.  Palisael day October 21, 1911-

amaniu
amaniu-refers to the member of an ancient Amerindian people of Brazil, who lived in the vicinity of the Mojú River, in the
east of the Amazon-

amanius
amanius- belonging to the member of an ancient Amerindian people of Brazil, who lived in the vicinity of the Mojú River,
in the east of the Amazon-

amantes
It says those who have illicit relationships with other people -

amapola blanca
annual white-papaveraceous poppy, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules from
which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapola blanca adormidera
white poppy poppy-annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapola blanca o adormidera
white poppy or opium poppy-annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves,
fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted.

amapola blanca, adormidera
white poppy, opium poppy- annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves,



fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapola blanca-adormidera
white poppy-opium poppy-annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted.

amapola de adorno
poppy of ornament-annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapola de adorno adormidera
poppy ornament opium poppy-annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves,
fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapola de adorno o adormidera
ornamental poppy or opium poppy- annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, bright steely
leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapola de adorno, adormidera
adornment poppy, opium poppy-annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves,
fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted.

amapola de adorno-adormidera
ornamental poppy-opium poppy-annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves,
fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapola de la droga adormidera
poppy of the drug opium poppy- annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves,
fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapola de la droga o adormidera
poppy of the annual papaveraceous drug-plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapola de la droga o adormidera-
drug poppy or opium poppy-annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit
in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapola de la droga, adormidera
drug poppy, opium poppy- annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapola de la droga-adormidera
poppy drug-opium poppy-annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in



capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapola real
annual real-papaveraceous poppy, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules from
which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapola real adormidera
royal poppy poppyplant papaverácea annual, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules
from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted.

amapola real o adormidera
royal poppy or opium poppy-annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves,
fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted.

amapola real, adormidera
royal poppy, opium poppy-annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted.

amapola real-adormidera
royal poppy-opium poppy-annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted.

amapolas blancas
white poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, white or pale pink, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas blancas adormideras
white poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves,
fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas blancas o adormideras
white poppies or poppiesperserving to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, bright
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted.

amapolas blancas, adormideras
white poppies, opium poppies- belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers,
bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas blancas-adormideras
white poppies-opium-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely
leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas de adorno
poppies of ornaments-belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, white or pale pink, bright steely leaves,



fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas de adornos adormideras
poppies of poppy ornaments-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas de adornos o adormideras
poppies of ornaments or opium-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas de adornos, adormideras
adorned poppies, poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas de adornos-adormideras
poppies of ornaments-opium-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers,
bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas de las drogas
drug poppies- belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, white or pale pink, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas de las drogas adormideras
poppies of dormant drugs-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas de las drogas o adormideras
drug poppies or opium poppies - belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers,
bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas de las drogas, adormideras
drug poppies, opium poppies- belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers,
bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas de las drogas-adormideras
poppies of drugs-opium poppies- belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers,
bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted.

amapolas reales
real poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, of white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves,
fruit in capsules from where opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas reales adormideras
Royal poppies opium poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white flowers or pale pink,



bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas reales o adormideras
real poppies or opium poppiesbelonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers,
bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted.

amapolas reales, adormideras
royal poppies, opium poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white flowers or pale pink, bright
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolas reales-adormideras
royal poppies-poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, bright
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolona
amapolona-planta papaveraceae annual, medicinal, of white flowers or pale pink, bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules
from where opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolona adormidera
Poppy poppy- annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white flowers or pale pink, bright steely leaves, fruit in capsules
from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolona o adormidera
Poppy or opium poppy-annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white flowers or pale pink, bright steely leaves, fruit
in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolona, adormidera
Poppy, opium poppy- annual papaveracea plant, medicinal, white flowers or pale pink, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolona-adormidera
Poppy-opium poppy-annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolonas
poppy-belonging to an annual papaveraceous plant, medicinal, of white or pale pink flowers, bright steely leaves, fruit in
capsules from where opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolonas adormideras
Poppies opium poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white flowers or pale pink, bright
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolonas o adormideras
Belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, white or pale pink flowers and steely leaves-



amapolonas, adormideras
poppies, opium poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white flowers or pale pink, bright
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amapolonas-adormideras
Poppies-opium poppies-belonging to an annual papaveraceae plant, medicinal, with white or pale pink flowers, bright
steely leaves, fruit in capsules from which opium, morphine and other alkaloids are extracted-

amargados
relating or belonging to people who are resentful, Moody, pessimistic, which kept a grudge.

amargados
relating or belonging to people who are resentful, Moody, pessimistic, which kept a grudge.

amarilis
name given to a variety or species of laazucena of Santa Paula. -

amarilla
yellow -.  belonging to a variety or species decebolla-

amarillez
It is said the quality / quality or condition deamarillo

amaros
belonging to a variety or species desalvia of white flowers-

amaryllis
Amaryllis- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on August 31, 1927-

amasados
amasados-pertenecientes action: '' shape with hands ''-

amata-
Amata- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on September 29, 1924-

amates
belonging to a variety or species dehiguera of Mexico-

amazone
Amazone- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on April 22, 1925-

amazónido



amazónido-refers to the member of an ancient Amerindian people of the Amazon basin and the Orinoco-

amazónidos
amazónidos-refers to the member of an ancient Amerindian people of the Amazon basin and the Orinoco-

amba
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel mangrove-

ambarinos
relating or pertaining alambar. -

ambas
·pertenecientes the name of the frutodel mangrove-

ambiciosos
It says those who have passion for power, fame -

ambrosía
food or drink of the gods -

ambrosía-
Ambrosia - this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer J.  And.  Coggia on February 28, 1879-

ambubaya
ambubaya - refers, in ancient times, a woman who walked the streets playing the flauta-l

ambulatorio
ambulatory-refers to the expression : corridor covered with columns that often surrounded the outside of the temples,
the stakes of the boats and, during the Alexandrian period, some houses. -

ambuy
ambuy-refers to a kind of plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds, pale
flowers, yellow or orange red fruits, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions

ambuy ababuy
ambuy ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, shrub wild, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-

ambuy o ababuy
ambuy or ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, wild shrub, small, spiny, bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant tasting.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions-



ambuy, ababuy
ambuy, ababuy-refers to a species of plum plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant tasting.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions-

ambuy-ababuy
ambuy-ababuyse refers to a species of plum tree, shrub wild, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, fruits of yellow or orange-red color, pleasant taste.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions-

amebas
AMOEBAS or AMOEBAE = is of a / / unaorden of rizopodos protozoa, microscopic parasitic, living in stagnant water

amejíminaa
améjiminaa-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in departments ofAmazonas-Maya

améjiminaaes
améjiminaaes- members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the departments of
Amazonas-Maya- 

amibas
AMIBASse is of a / / unaorden of rizopodos protozoa, microscopic parasitic, living in stagnant water.

amicitia
Amicitia-this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  H.  Charlois on May 19, 1893-

amida
refers to a celebrity that is considered as one of the eternal Buddha-

amigdalario
amigdalario - refers, in mineralogy, '' the qualification of the rocks that are inside, mineral almond-shaped parts.

amish
It is a Protestant American grouping of Mennonite origin-

ammit
animal with different parts of cocodrilo-leon - hippo

amn
amn-refers to a capacity measure that was used in the Netherlands, the Netherlands and Belgium.

amodio
Amodio - referred to in alvocablo, in the Basque language: things we love as much as we hate them -



amoles
.  belonging to the name of several Mexican plants from different families with bulbs, rhizomes that produce SOAP-

amon
God delaire

amoniacales
relating or belonging alamoniaco. -

amoniada
They called so the ships on which offerings were transported from Athens to the Temple of Amun (nickname of Apollo). -

amonites
This fossil mollusc is also known with the name of '' Horn of Ammon ''. -

amorfia
It is said the quality / quality or condition deamorfo

amorúa
Amorúa-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Casanare-

amorúas
amorúas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Casanare-

amón
God of the ancient Egypt, worshipped at Thebes. -

ampella
Ampella - this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  L .  N .  Borrelly on June 13, 1879-

amphitrite
Amphitrite-asteroid discovered by A .  Marth on March 1, 1854-

ampolloso
bullous- it is said of a type of vegetable indumentum covered with bulging trichomes and with irregular margins, similar
to warts-

ampolloso o verrugoso
bullish or warty - it is said of a type of vegetable indumentum covered with bulging trichomes and with irregular margins,
similar to warts-

ampolloso verrugoso



warty bulldozer - it is said of a type of vegetable indumentum covered with bulging trichomes and with irregular margins,
similar to warts-

ampolloso, verrugoso
bullish, warty - it is said of a type of vegetable indumentum covered with bulging trichomes and with irregular margins,
similar to warts-

ampolloso-verrugoso
bullous-warty- it is said of a type of vegetable indumentum covered with bulging trichomes and with irregular margins,
similar to warts- 

ampollosos
bullous- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered with bulging trichomes with irregular margins, similar to warts-

amrita
It is an ambrosia of immortality-

amsa
diosbenefico, revered in several cities in the India. -

amundsenia
Amundsenia - is an asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  I .  Beliavskion August 4, 1926-

amunta
amunta - refers to the name that the ancient Quichua gave those who were dedicated to astrology -

amunvaka
amunvaka—an individual of an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amunvaka amahuca
amunvaka amahuca—an individual of an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amunvaka o amahuca
amunvaka or amahuca—an individual of an American Indian people based in the Acuyali region of Peru.

amunvaka, amahuca
Amunvaka, amahuca- .   Individual from an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amunvaka-amahuca
amunvaka-amahuca-individual of an American Indian people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amunvakas



amunvakas—members of an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru—

amunvakas amahucas
Amahucas amunvakas- members of an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amunvakas o amahucas
amunvakas or amahucas—members of an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amunvakas, amahucas
amunvakas, Amahucas—members of an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amunvakas-amahucas
amunvakas-amahucas- members of an Indigenous American people based in the Acuyali region of Peru-

amusia
amusia - refers to the inability to produce or understand musical sounds-

amuzgo
amuzgo-refers to the expression : tropical shrub of Mexican origin, with edible fruits in the form of clusters,

amuzgos
amuzgos-belonging to the expression : tropical shrub of Mexican origin, with fruits in the form of clusters,

anabiosis
anabiosis-belonging to the actode revive after death-

anacardo
.  belonging to the name of the cashew nut frutodel-

anacardos
.  belonging to the name of the cashew nut frutodel-

anactesia
anactesia-belonging to the action: '' recover or regain strength ''-

anaglíficos
It is said that have coarsened reliefs. -

analgésicos
relating or belonging to natural or provoked laausencia of pain.



anamesita
anamesita - refers to metamorphic structure intermediate between basalt and the Dolerite laroca -

ananás
.  belonging to the name of the frutode pineapple-

anaos
belonging to a variety or species Philippines depalma-

anapelo
Anapelo-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculáceas that can reach the meter and a half of
height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely poisonous
and is used in medicine as a sedative-

anapelo acónito
Anapelo aconite-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae that can reach the meter and a
half of height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

anapelo o acónito
Anacellus or aconite-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae that can reach the meter and
a half of height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

anapelo, acónito
anapel, aconite-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae that can reach the meter and a half
in height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely poisonous
and is used in medicine as a sedative-

anapelo-acónito
anapel-aconite-it is a perennial herbaceous plant, of the family of the ranunculaceae that can reach the meter and a half
of height, of webbed leaves and blue flowers, grows in the center of Europe, near streams of water, extremely
poisonous and is used in medicine as a sedative-

anapelos
Anapelos-belonging to a perennial herbaceous plant, of the buttercup family that can reach one and a half meters in
height, with palmate leaves and blue flowers, grows in central Europe, near water streams, extremely poisonous and is
used in medicine as a sedative-

anastasia-
Anastasia - this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neúiminon March 25, 1916-

anat
delamor – fertility goddess



anatematizar
anathematize – refers to imposing anathema or excommunication on a person for having committed heresy.

anatematizar anatemizar
anathematize anathematize – refers to imposing anathema or excommunication on a person for having committed heresy.

anatematizar o anatemizar
anathematize or anathematize refers to imposing anathema or excommunication on a person for having committed
heresy.

anatematizar, anatemizar
anathematize refers to imposing anathema or excommunication on a person for having committed heresy.

anatematizar-anatemizar
anathematize-anathematize – refers to imposing anathema or excommunication on a person for having committed a heresy-

anatemizar
anathematical—refers to imposing anathema or excommunication on a person for having committed heresy.

anatemizar anatematizar
anathematize anathematize – refers to imposing anathema or excommunication on a person for having committed heresy.

anatemizar o anatematizar
anathematize or anathematize – refers to imposing anathema or excommunication on a person for having committed heresy.

anatemizar, anatematizar
anathematical, anathematized—refers to imposing anathema or excommunication on a person for having committed heresy.

anatemizar-anatematizar
anathematical-anathematize – refers to imposing anathema or excommunication on a person for having committed heresy-

anádromos
anadromous - refers to the fish that live mainly in salt water and are paired in sweet, being the best known, salmon -

anáfisis
anafisis-belonging to: '' 39 organic tissues regeneration;-

análogos
It is said of those who have similarity with other things -

ancestrales
that are relating or pertaining (-to the / las-los ) ancestors



ancianos
It is said of those who have many years -

ancianos
relating or belonging almiembro of the Sanhedrin, the Supreme Council of Jews

ancilares
relating or belonging to the ancila ( servant, slave, raised with respect to the 41 master;-

anclajes
anchors-belonging to the action: '' anchor or secure the ship with an anchor to the bottom of the river or sea ''-

andalusíes
that are relating or pertaining aal andalus, Muslim Spain.

andanzas
Adventures-belonging to the action: '' go different places in the form considered haphazard ''-

andar
Go from one place to another taking steps.

andar o ir de cabeza
popular phrase: be busy or have many concerns -

andel
Andel-refers to a population of Brittany, in France-

andén
platform: says site, tahonas and wells, where is the cavalry which gives vueltas.// a puente.// sidewalk sidewalk side
routes at stations of railway, metro, etc.-

andinos
in the Argentina Republic, referred to the naturalesde the Andes.-

andoke
Andoke- Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in departments ofCaquetá-Amazonas-

andokes
Andokes-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the departments of
Caquetá-Amazonas-

andoque



Andoque- Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in departments ofCaquetá-Amazonas-

andoque andoke
Andoque andoke- Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in departments ofCaquetá-Amazonas-

andoque o andoke
andoque or andoke- Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in departments
ofCaquetá-Amazonas-

andoque, andoke
Andoque, Andoke-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in departments ofCaquetá-Amazonas-

andoque-andoke
Andoque-andoke-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in departments ofCaquetá-Amazonas-

andoques andokes
Andokes andoques-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the departments of
Caquetá-Amazonas-

andoques o andokes
Andoques or Andokesmembers of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in departments of
Caquetá-Amazonas-

andoques, andokes
andoques, andokes-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in departments of
Caquetá-Amazonas-

andoques-andokes
Andoques-Andokes-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in departments of
Caquetá-Amazonas-

andromache
Andromache- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  C .  Watson on October 1, 1877-

andromeda
Andromeda-constellation located in the cosmic zone Northern Hemisphere or Boreal-

andromeda o andromedae
Andromeda or Andromedae-it is a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the Northern Hemisphere or Boreal-

andromeda-andromedae
Andromeda - Andromedae-it is a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the Northern Hemisphere or Boreal-



andromedae
Andromedae-constellation located in the cosmic zone Northern Hemisphere or Boreal-

andromedae adromeda
Andromedae Andromeda-refers to a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the Northern Hemisphere or Boreal-

andromedae o andromeda
Andromedae or Andromeda- refers to a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the Northern Hemisphere or Boreal-

andromedae-andromeda
Andromedae - Andromeda-refers to the constellation located in the cosmic zone of the Northern Hemisphere or Boreal-

anejir
It's a saying or popular judgment put into verse and cantabile.

anélidos
Anelidosse is of a / / unatipo of worms ringed, segmented - legless, of the Constitution, as the worm.

anfetamina
amphetamine-stimulant of the central nervous system, synthesized from ephedrine, has many derivatives, mimics the
action of the hormone adrenaline and is used medicinally in attention deficit disorder, narcolepsy and depression-

anfetaminas
amphetamines-belonging to a central nervous system stimulant, synthesized from ephedrine, has many derivatives,
mimics the action of the hormone adrenaline and is used medicinally in attention deficit disorder, narcolepsy and
depression-

anfiarao
adivino-Hijo of Apollo - was an Argonautamitol-Greek

anfitriones
hosts = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseenconvidados and give them sumptuously.

anfídromo
anfidromo - refers to the expression: fish that moves between fresh and salt water during their life cycle, but not for
mating. -

anfípodos
Anfipodosse is of a / / unaorden of crustaceos-antenas long - 7 pairs of thoracic legs locomotives-6 pairs of abdominal
legs.

anfípodos
Anfipodosse is of a / / oneof crustaceans pequenos-cuerpo compressed laterally-abdomen curved down -



anfotérica
amphoteric - refers to the expression: substance having in their molecule both load positive as negative -

angat
It refers to the spirit of evil, between the Malagasy-

angelina
Angelina-asteroid discovered by E.  W.  L.  Tempelel4 of March 1861-

anglo
Anglo - refers to the expression: individual of a Germanic ethnicity that the centuries V and VI settled in England -

angolanes
belonging to a type dearbolalangiaceo-

angor
angor - refers to the expression: in medicine, it is used to designate angina pectoris -

angulosos
sharp = tienenangulos or corners.

angulosos
It says people have salient features--

angus
God delamor

anhelosos
It is said of those who have or feel desires-

ani-
Ani- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neoiminel June 29, 1914-

anifala
anifala - refers to unantiguo bran bread -

animalero
animalero - refers have like and love animals, even those with only having a pet or review the fight for animal rights, and
support it with such an opinion, help-between the animaleros abound to those who love pets, but scarce or nulamente
look other species which are not cats, dogs, or others who may live in households-

animaleros



animaleros - refers have like and love animals, even those who only have a pet or have a say in the fight animal rights
and support it with such an opinion, help-between the animaleros abound to those who love pets, but little or nulamente
they look to other species which are not cats, dogs or other that can dwell in human households-

animera
animera - refers to the person who requested alms for suffrage of the souls in purgatory-

animes
.  belonging to the resin delcurbaril, plant cesalpiniacea of tropical America -

aniónico
anion - refers to the expression: substance that has negative charge -

aniquilación
annihilation - refers to the expression: total destruction of matter in a burst of energy, for example, when he meets
antimatter -

anisodontes
anisodontes = it says 40, -) animals that have or poseendientes uneven.

anitra
Anitra- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on January 31, 1924-

anímicos
relating or pertaining alalma

anj
anj-refers to the expression : hieroglyphic sign in the form of a cross finished in a ring symbolizing the concept of life-

annika-
Annika- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  F .  Wolf on February 6, 1916-

annona
Goddess of the supplying of granos-fijacion of prices, in Roman mythology. -

anoas
.  belonging to one species or variety debufar it the 1 meter high Celebes savage -

anonario
anonynarium-refers to the expression : relative to or belonging to the anona, vegetable-

anonarios



relating or belonging to laanona. -

anón
It's an anonaceo tropical tree, whose fruit is like an Apple presenting convex scales.

anquílope
Anquílope-refers to the expression: grain or tumor that is located in the inner angle of the eye-

anseriformes
ANSERIFORMESse is of a / / unaorden of Web-footed birds with beak fitted with plates, such as geese, ducks and
swans.

ansiosos
anxious = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseendeseo vehement have one thing.

antainar
outdated word used in the autonomous community of Asturias in Spain.  It meant expedite, accelerate, and rushed to
perform something.

antalgia
It is the deprivation, absence or lack of pain in any part of the human body.

antárticos
relating or pertaining sur alpolo


